ABSTRACT 27
Introduction 55 9 mapped reads from both species to the human reference genome (hg38; Genome 170
Reference Consortium, Dec 2013). For the rest of the manuscript, we refer to 171
Mmul_8.0.1 as mmul8, proCoq_1.0 as pcoq1, and hg38 as hg38. In all cases, we 172 mapped reads using BWA MEM (Li, 2013 ) using default parameters except for "-t 4" 173 and "-R" to add read group information. We marked duplicates with SAMBLASTER 174 (Faust & Hall, 2014) . We then used SAMtools (Li et al., 2009 ) to fix read pairing, and 175 sort and index BAM files. 176
To enable a direct comparison of exome capture success between species for 177 which we had different numbers of raw reads and different duplication rates, we 178 conducted all downstream analyses on downsampled BAM files (containing the same 179 number of reads for each individual). To downsample BAM files, we first used the "stats" 180 tool in SAMtools (Li et al., 2009 ) to count the total number of reads and number of 181 duplicate reads in each BAM file. We then used the "view" tool in SAMtools (Li et 
Variant calling 188
We jointly called variants for each dataset using both GATK's HaplotypeCaller 189 (Poplin et al., 2018) and Freebayes (Garrison & Marth, 2012 Ensembl's cache for the human reference (hg38). We also obtained NCBI's annotation 202 for the human reference (GCF_00001405.37) for use in our coverage analyses (see 203 below). Using these annotation files, we intersected various regions (exon, intron, and 204 intergenic) with filtered variants using bedtools "intersect" (Quinlan & Hall, 2010) and 205 then used the "stats" module of BCFtools (Li, 2011) to tally variants in each region. 206
207

Coverage analysis 208
We calculated the mean and standard deviation of mapping quality (MAPQ) of 209 reads within each BAM file using a custom program written in Go ("mapqs.go") using We counted the number of callable sites across a variety of depths and genomic 214 regions by first using SAMtools (Li et al., 2009 ) "view" to remove duplicates and reads 215 with a mapping quality less than 20 with the flags "-F 1024 -q 20", and then calculating 216 per site depths with genomecov in bedtools (Quinlan & Hall, 2010) , outputting in 217 bedgraph format ("-bg"). We then processed bed files, including intersecting with 218 genomic regions derived from the NCBI annotation described above using bedtools 219 (Quinlan & Hall, 2010) , BEDOPS (Neph et al., 2012) , and a custom Python script 220 ("Compute_histogram_from_bed.py"). Finally, we used the coverage module in bedtools 221 with default parameters (Quinlan & Hall, 2010) 
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Results 251
We generated the following mean numbers of raw sequencing reads per sample: 252 Table S2 ). After trimming, duplicate removal, and 255 quality control, 83-86% of Sifaka1 reads, 89-92% of Macaque1 reads, and 68-70% of 256
Sifaka2 reads passed all filters, with differences among datasets largely driven by 257 duplication rates (Supporting Information Table S2 ). To account for these differences in 258 duplication rates and raw sequences generated, we downsampled reads for all samples 259
13 to approximately 50 million nonduplicate reads (Supporting Information Table S2) We measured the number of sites in coding (CDS), intergenic, intronic, and 269 untranslated (UTR) regions at four different depth thresholds (1x, 4x, 8x, and 12x), 270 counting only nonduplicate reads with a minimum mapping quality of 20, which we term 271 "callable sites." Across all regions and in both datasets (Sifaka1 and Macaque1), we 272 observed a decrease in the number of callable sites as we increased minimum depth of 273 coverage (Figure 2 ). This decrease was minor for CDS and UTR, while intronic and 274 intergenic regions exhibited a disproportionate drop moving from 1x to 4x thresholds 275 (Figure 2 ). We observed taxon differences as well. Specifically, the Macaque1 samples 276 exhibited more callable sites in each region than those in Sifaka1 for all reference 277 genomes. Moreover, we found little difference between callable sites in mmul8 and 278 hg38 for each region in Macaque1, in contrast to Sifaka1, for which we observed a 279 decrease in callable sites across regions when moving from pcoq1 to hg38 (Figure 2) . 280
Because the primary goal of exome sequencing is to target coding sequence, we 281 explored CDS in more detail (Figure 3; Figure 4 ). For both Sifaka1 and Macaque 1, 282 when mapping to the most closely related reference genome (pcoq1 and mmul8, 283 respectively), we found that more than 90% of annotated CDS had one or more reads 284 3). This pattern was far more pronounced when the two datasets were mapped to hg38. 291
Across the same depth thresholds, Sifaka1 had approximately 10-14% fewer bases 292 covered when mapping to pcoq1 to hg38 (Figure 3) , while Macaque1 only exhibited a 3-293 5% decrease per threshold moving from mmul8 to hg38 (Figure 3 ). 294
We also tested to see if exome capture success in strepsirrhines was consistent 295 across two commonly used commercially available human kits: NimbleGen (Sifaka1) 296 and IDT (Sifaka2). At lower minimum depth thresholds typically used in genomic 297
analyses (e.g., 8x and 12x), the NimbleGen kit recovered more than 20% more CDS in 298 pcoq1 and 15% more CDS in hg38 than IDT (Figure 4) . This difference was significant 299 across depths less than 50x (U= 31378, p < 2.2 x 10 -16 ). Interestingly, because 300
NimbleGen and IDT exhibit different slopes, they intersect at approximately 50x 301 coverage (Figure 4) . While NimbleGen probes still recover significantly more CDS at 302 depth thresholds between 50x and 100x (U=38416, p < 2.2 x 10 -16 ), the proportion of 303 bases with X or more coverage exhibits the opposite pattern in this interval, with IDT 304 displaying higher values (Figure 4 ). This pattern is consistent with IDT capturing less 305 sequence, but at greater depths (i.e., depths greater than 100x). 306
To further explore the difference in capture success between NimbleGen and 307 IDT, we calculated the breadth of coverage across coding regions in pcoq1. NimbleGen 308 probes captured a significantly greater mean fraction of coding regions, measured as 309 the mean fraction of each coding sequence covered by at least one read (185,162 310 regions; NimbleGen mean = 0.91, IDT mean = 0.63; U=1.89 x 10 11 , p < 2.2 x 10 -16 ). 311
Upon closer examination, this difference was primarily driven by IDT completely missing 312 more coding regions. Among 185,162 coding regions in pcoq1, 33.8% of regions lacked 313 coverage in the IDT data (range 33.6-34%), while only 7.1% completely lacked 314 coverage in the NimbleGen dataset (range = 6.6-7.3%). When we excluded these 315 regions with no coverage, the difference in mean fraction of coding regions captured 316 decreased substantially, though NimbleGen still captured significantly more (NimbleGen 317 mean = 0.98, IDT mean = 0.95; U=1.57 x 10 11 , p < 2.2 x 10 -16 ). 318
We used two variant callers, GATK's HaplotypeCaller and Freebayes, to 319 genotype Sifaka1 and Macaque1 when mapped to hg38 and the closest reference 320 (pcoq1 for Sifaka1, and mmul8 for Macaque1), for a total of eight sets of variant calls 321 (Supporting Information Table 3 ). In both datasets, variant call sets for the most closely 322 related genome were broadly similar between HaplotypeCaller and Freebayes in terms 323 of number of variants identified and genes overlapped (Supporting Information Table 3) . 324
However, when mapped to hg38, the datasets showed opposite patterns: for Sifaka1, 325
HaplotypeCaller identified approximately four times as many variants as Freebayes 326 Table 3) . 329
While the number of variants identified across call sets differed substantially, 330 within call sets, proportions of variant types were broadly similar (Supporting Information 331 Table 3 ). Most variants identified across call sets were single nucleotide variants (SNVs; 332 71.6-81.2%), though proportions of multiple nucleotide variants (MNVs), insertions, and 333 deletions increased when mapping to hg38. Similarly, the relative numbers of 334 nonsynonymous, frameshift, and stop gained variants in exons were much higher when 335 mapping to hg38 (Table 1) . Variants were not limited to exons however, as most 336 variants were intronic (Supporting Information Table 3) . 337 338
Discussion 339
In this study we demonstrate, for the first time, that human baits can be used to 340 successfully capture high-coverage exomic data for strepsirrhines. We found that a mean of 90.9% of annotated coding sequence (CDS) in the draft 347 P. coquereli genome was covered by one or more reads in our P. verreauxi samples. As 348 we increased the minimum depth of coverage thresholds to match common filter values 349 (e.g., 4x, 8x, and 12x coverage), we observed a steady, curvilinear decline in breadth of with coverage has been successfully captured. Therefore, increasing sequencing 358 effort-we used 50 million nonduplicate reads in this study-should increase the 359 fraction of callable CDS at various coverage thresholds up to at least 90.9%, the 360 amount of CDS we observed covered by at least one read in this study. 361 Surprisingly, the fraction of captured CDS in sifakas (90.9%) was very similar to, 362 albeit slightly smaller than, the fraction captured in rhesus macaques (92.8%), even 363 though macaques share a much more recent common ancestor with humans (30-35 364 million years; dos Reis et al., 2018). However, the macaques exhibited a slower 365 decrease in breadth of CDS coverage at increasing minimum depth thresholds, 366 particularly across thresholds most commonly used (Figure 3) . Thus, while exome 367 capture is certainly highly successful in sifakas, there is a decrease in efficiency 368 compared to lineages more closely related to humans. This pattern holds both when 369 mapping to the nearest reference genomes (pcoq1 for the sifakas and mmul8 for the 370 macaques) and when mapping back to the human reference, and therefore appears to 371 be driven by capture success, rather than assembly methods (e.g, mapping). 372 Similar to our results, previous studies have noted a decrease in capture 373 efficiency across increasing evolutionary distances within catarrhine primates (Jin et al., 374 2012; Vallender, 2011) . In this study, however, we found that this effect was much less 375 pronounced even though we sampled much greater evolutionary distances. This is likely 376 driven by differences in mapping strategies. Previously, assessments of capture 377 efficiency involved mapping back to the human reference genome (George et al., 2011; 378 Jin et al., 2012; Vallender, 2011) . In this study, we found that mapping across large 379 evolutionary distances appears to reduce both breadth and depth of coverage ( Figure  380 3), an effect likely caused by the greater number of differences between reads and the 381 reference sequence, which substantially impacts mapping quality (Figure 1 ). In fact, the 382
Indian rhesus macaques used in this study were much more closely related to their 383 nearest reference (same population and species) than the Verreaux's sifakas (about 6 384 million years diverged from P. coquereli; dos Reis et al., 2018), which might account for 385 some of the difference in our observed capture success between the two species, 386 though this requires further study. In addition, while most protein-coding genes in 387 sifakas and macaques are expected to have homologues in humans, gene content is 388 not identical across primates (Rogers & Gibbs, 2014) . It is therefore possible that our 389 results were also influenced by the presence of more sifaka-specific gene content than 390 macaque-specific gene content. 391
While exome capture was successful in the sifakas, the degree of success 392 depended on the capture baits used. Specifically, while the NimbleGen probes captured 393 an average of more than 90% of pcoq1 CDS and only completely missed 6-7% of 394 coding regions, the IDT probes captured less than 70% of pcoq1 CDS and completely 395 missed approximately one-third of coding regions. When we excluded missed regions, 396 the difference in coverage reduced substantially, with both baits covering more than 397 95% of CDS in regions with any coverage. Taken together, the difference between baits 398 is primarily driven by IDT baits completely missing entire coding regions, rather than the 399 failure of IDT baits to capture entire targets. Commercially available human exome 400 capture kits differ markedly in design, with different targets, bait lengths, and bait 401 Compared to other reduced representation methods (e.g., RAD-seq), exome 405 capture's primary strength is that it aims to capture all protein coding regions of the 406 genome-the regions frequently of most interest from a functional standpoint. To this 407 end, exome capture and sequencing, particularly with the NimbleGen probes, was 408 highly successful in our samples, capturing the vast majority of CDS and leading to the 409 identification of a rich suite of variants. However, exome capture's utility is not limited to 410 these regions, and it can generate high-quality data in regulatory and untranslated 411 regions (UTRs), as well as other intronic and intergenic regions (Samuels et al., 2013) . 412
In our data, we identified tens of millions of base pairs of sequence outside of coding 413 regions ( Figure 2) ; in fact, more variants were identified in introns than any other 414 sequence class. Thus, exome capture across nonhuman primates holds great promise 415
for not only recovering coding regions across the genome, but also recovering putatively 416 neutral sequences (introns, intergenic regions, and four-fold degenerate sites) that can20 be applied to traditional questions in molecular ecology regarding kinship, geneflow and 418 demographic history. sifakas and mmul8 for macaques) and the human reference genome (hg38). Minimum 662
